
Helping at home/ websites 

www.phonicsplay.co.uk 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=Alphablocks&suggi

d=urn%3Abbc%3Aprogrammes%3Ab01cz0p1 

 

 

 

 

Celebrations/Buildings 

LITERACY    

Sharing a variety of books and rhymes together to help us to 

learn about how we celebrate ‘special times’ including 

birthdays, Christmas and Diwali in different families, countries. 

Joining in with key parts of familiar stories including our 

‘Nativity story’, ‘Laura’s Star’ 

Continuing to explore alliteration and rhyme through games 

and activities. 

 

 

KEY SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED:  To have a ‘go’ at tasks we 

find tricky and to persevere/try and find an alternative 

solution if it doesn’t work first time. 

To build on our ability to maintain focus and concentration 

on tasks. 

 

 

 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN 

Joining in with group songs and rhymes including 

Christmas Nursery rhymes to share with our 

parents/carers. 

Representing our ideas and experiences through models, 

displays and creative individual pieces of work we can 

share and celebrate both in Nursery and at home. 

MATHS 

Continuing to practise counting to 5 and recognising the numerals 

and to extend to 6-10. 

Singing a variety of number songs encouraging us to count one 

more and one less. 

Hunting for and playing with 2D shapes (circles, triangles, 

rectangles and squares) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION AND LANGAUGE 

Joining in with small and wider group activities and 

discussions - listening to others and sharing our ideas and 

experiences-taking turns to talk. 

Listening and joining in with key parts of stories and rhymes 

in the cosy corner and in bigger group scenarios. 

Following simple instructions and answering simple 

questions. 

 

BIG PICTURE 

Learn that people celebrate in different ways 

that are special to them including Bonfire Night, 

Diwali, Advent and Christmas. 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD 

Exploring how people celebrate special times in different 

families and parts of the world. 

Using the interactive whiteboard to learn about different 

celebrations and play relevant age related games. 

Exploring a variety of technological toys including light up 

toys and the Bee-bot. 

PERSONAL, SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

Continue to develop our understanding of the nursery rules 
and routines and our growing independent ability to follow 
these. 
 
Continue to build our relationships within the group and 
our ability to take turns and work together. 
 
Begin to accept the needs of others-take turns and share 
resources. 
 
Tolerate delay when our needs are not immediately met. 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT  

Developing our fine motor skills through exploring using pens, 
brushes, scissors, printing tools and malleable materials like clay 
and playdough on a daily basis. 

 
Using our name cards to try and write/copy our names on our 
pictures. 

 
Exploring dance and large scale movement to represent our ideas 

and feelings including celebrations like fireworks, Diwali and 

Christmas. 

Travelling on our new climbing play equipment carefully and safely 

exploring different ways of travelling. 

WOW factor 

Christmas performance/Class Christmas Party. 

Visit- Walk to the local Church. 

http://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=Alphablocks&suggid=urn%3Abbc%3Aprogrammes%3Ab01cz0p1
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